
Students from Master´s programme in Curating, visiting Arjeplog in Mars 2023. Photo: Lucie Gottlieb.

Curera – Learnings is a cooperation with students

from the Master´s programme in Curating at

Stockholm´s University, which during the spring leads

to concrete projects at various locations in Norrbotten.

The collaboration is about offering a new generation of

curators a practical opportunity to open to new ideas

about the profession’s possibilities and conditions in

places like Norrbotten.

We see a need today to develop different curatorial interests and methods that are not only

designed according to the prevailing metropolitan conditions. The goal of Läranden

(Learnings) is to offer the opportunity to curators-in-learning to experience the working

conditions and discover the possibilities of working outside the bigger cities – usual focus

points of the curatorial studies programmes.

In the beginning of Mars 2023, a dialogue and collaboration started between the student

curators of Stockholm University and a few Norrbotten-based organisations. They visited

Silvermuseet in Arjeplog and Kiruna Kommun in Kiruna, and have begun their research in

preparation for several upcoming projects that will be developed in the spring and the

summer.



Students in Kiruna looking at some of the public sculptures. They will be Nathalie Viruly, Jeanette Gunnarsson, Ester d’Avossa, Clara Donadoni

helping with moving the public art to the new city center this spring. at Silvermuseet in Arjeplog. Photo: Lucie Gottlieb
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Follow Curera on Instagram here.

To navigate back to the website click here: Curera, Konstfrämjandet Norrbotten

_

Curera is ongoing between January and June 2023. The project is divided into three overlapping

and parallel parts. Collaboration; a series of lectures, workshops and network meetings,

Learnings; a collaboration with the Master´s programme in Curating at Stockholm University

and Geographies; a curator residency on site in Norrbotten. Together the parts contribute in

different ways to act for curators as a profession, by creating dialogue with potential commissioners

and funders, and initiating public activities at various locations in Norrbotten.

With support from Swedish Arts Council, Resurscentrum för konst, The People’s Movement for Art

Promotion and Region Norrbotten.

https://www.instagram.com/konstframjandetnorrbotten/
http://norrbotten.konstframjandet.se/projekt/curera/

